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A powerful sermon must have not only clearly organized biblical content but also engaging

delivery. How to Speak a Sermon is about sermon delivery, particularly extemporaneous

sermon delivery. Combining biblical principles with the best insights of the ages and personal

experiences, it explains the power and pitfalls of extemporaneous speech, how to develop

speaking ability, and why preaching method matters.When Larry Trotter asked me to read his

new work, I sighed, "Really, another book on preaching?" My spirit groaned until I picked it up

and read, all in one sitting. I was instantly glued. Page after page my low expectations turned to

high praise. —Dr. David B. Garner, Professor of Systematic Theology, Westminster Theological

SeminaryI had the privilege of being mentored by Larry and sitting under his preaching for

fourteen years. Each week, Larry opened God's Word to us with accessibility, clarity, power,

and gospel-nourishment. This book reads like Larry's sermons in its engaging style, chock-full

of wisdom and insight. —Rev. Keith Thomas, Pastor, Bridge City Fellowship, Portland,

OregonGreat read for any pastor wanting to grow in the craft of preaching as an event. —Dr.

Tim Sansbury Professor of Theology and Philosophy, Knox Theological SeminaryStudying

homiletics under Dr. Trotter was one of the Lord's greatest blessings during my seminary years.

I am thankful that his wisdom and insight into the pulpit are now available to help equip and

inspire pastors for generations to come. —Rev. Wes Lauver, Pastor, Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, Palm Beach Gardens, Florida
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read for any pastor wanting to grow in the craft of preaching as an event. Many pastors I know

feel intense pressure to have every word just right, which keeps them from being able to speak

in the moment, pushing them to manuscripts and memorization. But others are so focused on

the moment that content feels secondary and even like a distraction from the necessary

entertainment. Dr. Trotter’s book will push you to a balance of deep preparation—so right words

and right content are available to you—and extemporaneous delivery, speaking biblical truth as

an event with pastor and audience together with the Holy Spirit.Dr. Tim SansburyProfessor,

Theology and Philosophy and Provost, Knox Theological SeminaryI believe, despite a

staggering amount of evidence to the contrary, that the art of delivering a sermon that is rich in

both content and form is still possible. This need is plainly evident today, yet as this study

shows, history attests to a long struggle of combining the depth of serious exegetical and

theological inquiry on the one hand with skillful, engaging, and persuasive rhetoric on the other.

Though there are certainly exceptions, for many pastors this combination has become an

either-or in which sermons leave congregants feeling either like they either survived a boring

university lecture or were entertained with emotional storytelling. However, the two are not

mutually exclusive, as Larry convincingly argues. This book inspires the pastor-scholar towards

greater eloquence and challenges the gifted orator to greater depth of content. Larry draws out

clear, applicable principles from the great preachers in history and his own personal

experience to guide today’s preachers into effectively communicating the truth of scripture in

ways that captivate attention and challenge the intellect. As such, How to Speak a Sermon is

an important, fresh contribution that is very much needed for today’s pastor (and

congregations).Dr. Scotty ManorProfessor, Historical Theology and President, Knox

Theological SeminaryLarry Trotter practices what he preaches. I had the privilege of being

mentored by Larry and sitting under his preaching for fourteen years, twice each Sunday—

once in Spanish, and once in English! Each week, Larry opened God’s Word to us with

accessibility, clarity, power, and gospel-nourishment. This book reads like Larry’s sermons in its

engaging style, chock-full of wisdom and insight. If you are considering the pastorate or are a

minister longing to improve your preaching ministry, let Larry speak to you through this

accessible and cogent book. He will take some of the mystery out of expository preaching, and

embolden you to engage more naturally with your congregation as you preach. Larry’s

preaching and Christ-honoring life have shaped me incalculably and inspired me to pursue the

preaching ministry. May this book have the impact in your life that Larry’s preaching has had in

mine.Rev. Keith ThomasPastor, Bridge City Fellowship, Portland, OregonUseful instruction is a

rare gem, and perhaps the rarest is that instruction which informs not simply again, but more,

each time it is read or heard. In How To Speak A Sermon, Trotter does not beg for application



or plead a subjective case. By excellence of material and presentation, he elicits from his

reader an automatic response of better methods and practices. The effect is unavoidable. I’ll

drink from this well deeply and often.Rev. Jonathan G. SargentPastor, Covenant Presbyterian

Church, Russellville, ArkansasFinally! The coaching I received from Larry is now being shared

with preachers everywhere. This book comes from the heart and has a fresh, insightful, pithy

approach with flashes of humor and keen wit. Pastors, seminarians, and the congregations

they serve will greatly profit from this new resource.Rev. Jeremy McKeenSenior Pastor, The

First Congregational Church of Hamilton, MassachusettsAuthor, The Model SermonStudying

homiletics under Dr. Trotter was one of the Lord’s greatest blessings during my seminary years.

I am thankful that his insight into the pulpit is now available to help equip and inspire pastors

for generations to come. From the gripping introduction to the compelling conclusion, this book

is both helpful for the pulpit and edifying to the soul. While most preaching books focus on

organization and preparation, we tend to forget that far too often a well-organized and

thoroughly prepared man delivers a sermon that simply falls flat on Sunday morning. Trotter

helps us understand why and offers real solutions to this common problem as he helps us

rediscover the brilliance of what was perhaps the greatest age for homiletics in church

history.Rev. Wes LauverPastor, Cornerstone Presbyterian Church, Palm Beach Gardens,

FloridaFor years, I benefited under Larry’s preaching and tutelage. What he has practiced

faithfully and effectively for years, he now makes available to all who would preach the Word

with power. These are invaluable lessons for preachers at this current homiletical moment.Rev.

Steve RobertsonInternational Director of the Americas, Mission to the WorldThis book offers a

wonderful blend of experience-based wisdom and careful, scholarly research. The relaxed,

personal tone beautifully complements the numerous quotations from classical, historical, and

contemporary sources. The author has done his homework! Larry Trotter also preaches what

he teaches. His sermons combine rich insights gleaned from his text, logical flow, and an

engaging, attention-holding delivery. It is a privilege to hear him, week after week. The novice

preacher could have no better guide in learning to deliver spiritual food to his hungry

congregation.Dr. Constance WalkerRetired Senior Research Scientist, Duke UniversityAuthor,

Aldolphe Monod (Bitesized Biographies), translator and editor of writings and sermons of

Adolphe MonodAs a student and practitioner of homiletics, I walked away from Dr. Trotter’s

book grateful for his labors. I recommend this book not only to those who are just getting

started in the practice of preaching but also to those who have labored long in the pulpit and

are now looking for fresh insights and encouragement from a fellow-laborer. The examination

of the historical correlation between extemporaneous preaching and the Lord’s sending revival

to the church was not only enlightening to read, but it also filled me with great hope for what

the Lord may do in our time for the glory of his name and the upbuilding of his beloved

church.Rev. Dr. Brent LauderSenior Pastor, Providence Christian Church, Cape Coral,

FloridaTo Sandy, Whitney, and Natalia,who have heard most of my sermonsand liked many of

themand to the churches that taught me how to speak my sermons:Glen Burnie Evangelical

Presbyterian ChurchIglesia El ShaddaiIglesia Cristo RedentorFlorida Coast

ChurchContentsForeword by David B. GarnerIntroduction1. Now What Do I Do?2. Why Public

Speaking Is So Difficult3. A Little Help From My Friends4. How To Learn to Speak Well5. Don’t

Try This at Home6. What Happens When Preachers SpeakForeword by David B.

GarnerCarefully trained and wholeheartedly committed to faithfulness in preaching, many of us

spend hours in the text—exegeting from the original languages, poring over commentaries,

and creating theologically pristine sermons. At times out of a sense of duty but more often out

of surging delight, we craft detailed outlines or full manuscripts, and then with scripts



memorized or detailed notes on the pulpit before us, we address our congregations. On certain

Sundays, we sense a unique unction of the Spirit. Sometimes we receive soul-boosting

encouragement while shaking hands with our congregants at the end of the service. “Yes,” they

tell us, “Your words brought conviction, understanding of God’s grace and the sweetest

assurance!”More often than we may admit the awkward encounters with saints at the back

door communicate with unambiguous body language: “Thanks for trying, pastor. I’m sure you’ll

do better next week.” Not that all our sermons are homiletical train wrecks, but all too often they

do fall flat, in part perhaps because our pulpit ministry is commonly something more akin to

theological lecturing than kingdom heralding. Yet our sermon delivery methods stubbornly

persist. Some of us consign ourselves to our ruts. We are who we are. And after all, we deliver

the goods of God to the people of God. What else can we do? At moments of ministry

discouragement, we point our fingers at our hearers. “Yes,” the voice in our head preaches,

“their bobbing heads during our sermons expose their stiff necks.”But with good biblical reason

and eyes of faith, we press on in preaching. Some of us even cling to that glimmer of hope that

one day the Lord will release our inner Spurgeon. But as the years pass, such hopes for such

impacting preaching progressively vaporize in the fading smoke of sermon after sermon.In the

midst of the homiletical highs and lows, if you are like me, you still read preaching books. I find

that many of these books over promise and under deliver. Insights seem less than insightful,

the assured impact less than impactful, and the radical new paradigm less than radical, less

than new, and certainly not paradigmatic, at least for me.So when Larry Trotter asked me to

read his new work, I sighed. “Really, another book on preaching?” My spirit groaned until I

picked it up and read it—all in one sitting. I was instantly glued. Page after page, my low

expectations turned to high praise. Why? Let me offer five points (but no poem).First, Trotter

gives us something few others have done in recent generations. Most contemporary works on

preaching attend to hermeneutics, the theology of preaching, or preaching styles. This book

fills that much-needed space of preaching method, something Trotter clearly distinguishes from

personality or style. Trotter is under no illusion that effective preaching depends on innate

oratorical skill or word-smithing. He fully affirms the need for every preacher to study God’s

Word and to do so carefully. Effective preaching stands on God’s Word and relies upon his

Spirit. But Trotter also affirms what every preacher knows in his heart—that effective preaching

requires attention not only to what we say, but how we say it. Self-conscious exegesis and

theology must interface with a Spirit-inflamed, self-conscious methodology.Second, Trotter

reflects the strengths of a Reformed pastor-scholar. His broad and deep research satiates

each page with clear and compelling insights. In fact, in its own right the impressive analysis of

historic thinking on rhetoric and sermon delivery makes the book an imminently valuable read.

Though it is short in length, the book is broad in reach, deep in wisdom, and high in

usefulness. You will soon see what I mean.Third, Trotter writes well, and I hope he writes more.

Not only is the book structured coherently, but at a most granular level, his words invite and

inform. Both wise and witty, his sentences land gently yet persuasively. He synthesizes and

simplifies his vast research, and he artfully places gold nuggets of practical guidance within

easy reach. The book is enjoyable to read.Fourth, his writing is humble. Trotter communicates

not as a self-promoting expert but as a servant among servants. He has spent his ministry

preaching in diverse contexts and in two languages. Stretched by the demands of cross-

cultural ministry, he possesses a deeply embedded grasp of the value of God’s Word and its

transcendent power in the pulpit. This rich multi-lingual backdrop, combined no doubt with the

refining work of the Spirit in his heart, generate humble words from a humbled pastor. Trotter is

not afraid to share his failures or his intermittent victories. He sincerely invites you to join him in



submitting to God’s Word, the Spirit, and the divinely appointed privilege to preach to the heart

and not just to the head.Fifth, convinced that merely reading or reciting is not the same thing

as preaching, he argues persuasively for an extemporaneous approach to sermon delivery.

And while contending for the benefits of this method, he does so with balance and grace. In

fact, he encourages some preachers to give more attention to the other methods, including the

writing of manuscripts. Trotter acknowledges that the Lord has gifted his church with a variety

of preachers, none a cookie-cutter image of another. Balanced and honest, Trotter avoids the

pitfall of turning his preferred method into an unqualified ministerial mandate. But at the end of

the day, he convincingly urges preachers to speak rather than read, and he makes a

compelling case for extemporaneity. It deserves our attention.Sincere thanks to Rev. Dr. Larry

Trotter for this helpful work. Those who listen to us preach will thank him too. After you join me

in reading How To Speak A Sermon, you will never think about preaching in the same way

again—precisely because you will think about it more often, more intentionally, and more

perceptively.Following Trotter’s wise counsel, you will purposely prepare to preach more

extemporaneously. You will speak a sermon so that people will listen. May King Jesus loosen

our lips to proclaim his Word with kingdom impact!David B. Garner, PhDChief Academic

Officer, Vice President of Global Ministries,Professor of Systematic TheologyWestminster

Theological Seminary, March 2022IntroductionPreacher, has this ever happened to you? You

identified your text carefully, studied it thoroughly, outlined it clearly, and developed its

applications wisely. Sunday arrived, and you got up to preach. As you read the text, people

were still shuffling around, and you had trouble getting their attention with your introduction. As

you moved into exposition, somewhere around your second point, something began to happen

both to you and to the congregation. Surprisingly, you saw connections and implications in the

text that you had not previously noticed, and just the right words came to you to explain them.

The look on people’s faces changed, and your eyes locked with theirs in profound sympathy of

feeling. You forgot about yourself and found an energy pouring through you almost as if you

were passive. Preaching became effortless and the congregation was still as night. Nobody

moved or made a sound. Your words flowed out of you effortlessly and almost uncontrollably,

but they were few in number and hit home repeatedly. Then the dam broke. Your voice cracked

as you spoke about Jesus. Your eyes welled up with tears. You paused to keep from breaking

down entirely, but others in the congregation could not contain themselves. They wept openly,

some convulsively. Someone shouted out, but it seemed appropriate, even in your normally

staid church. Then the storm passed, and you finished out the sermon, completely exhausted

but exhilarated. People approached you after the sermon with tears in their eyes, not

commenting on your oratorical performance but about Jesus and his work. You groped for

words of response, but the only ones you could find were, “Thanks be to God!”Preacher, has

this ever happened to you? You identified your text carefully, studied it thoroughly, outlined it

clearly, and developed its applications wisely. Sunday arrived, and you got up to preach. You

were especially satisfied with your preparation and the organization of the message. As you

read the text, you stumbled over common words, garbling the last line. After you delivered your

introduction, you realized that it didn’t really introduce the theme of the text. You tried to recover

with careful explanation of the text, but your ideas refused to flow, and your words became

excessive. You found yourself repeating the same idea but adding no clarity on the second or

third time around. A baby would not stop fussing, and two mobile devices went off, carrying

with them the attention of the congregation. Several congregants were sleeping soundly. The

fan seemed especially loud that day and the thermostat was too hot for some and too cold for

others. You concentrated your attention on the text and the people as best you could. Then you



decided to try vehemence to get their attention, increasing your pitch, volume, velocity, and

vivacity but with no effect. You felt like you were speaking into the air, and you were wearing out

both yourself and your hearers. You finally ended the sermon, which was longer than usual,

feeling miserable. You wanted only to disappear, but you had to greet people. They politely

thanked you for the sermon, both you and they implicitly knowing that little or nothing had

passed between you and them that day. You went home, remorseful over having tried to fill in

for the Holy Spirit.Maybe you have had both of these experiences, maybe one, maybe neither. I

have had both on the same day, preaching supposedly the same sermon to two different

congregations. Most of the time when I preach, my experience is somewhere between these

extremes, but I highly value both of the extremes because they remind me of what I am doing. I

am speaking words born in the moment from a position of derived authority. I am utterly

dependent on the Holy Spirit and on the congregation for the effectiveness of the sermon. I am

performing what looks like a monologue, but for it to be successful it must become a dialogue. I

am giving myself over to the congregation and am at its mercy. I face the possibilities of

soaring or crashing. Something extraordinary may happen that day. God may break through to

the congregation and to me. He will surely speak to us as long as I preach his Word.What am I

doing? I am preaching, preaching extemporaneously, preaching with thorough prior

preparation and trying to cast off unhelpful restraints. This activity is an art, but it is not artificial.

It expresses one of the most amazing aspects of being God’s image. He created by speaking,

and we imitate him. We commune with each other around God’s Word through the medium of

speech. Through our speech, God creates things—community, faith, repentance, salvation, joy,

commitment.This book is about the oral art of preaching. In addition to the Bible, it comes from

three main sources: classical rhetoric, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century homiletics, and my

experience. In a preaching course when I was a seminary student, Dr. Timothy Keller gave us a

bibliography that included Robert Lewis Dabney’s Lectures on Sacred Rhetoric, which I read

early in my first pastorate. I concluded that Dabney was a unique homiletical genius who

captured the essence of preaching. The only word I could find to describe his insights was that

he grasped the romance of preaching. I’m not sure that it is the right word, but Dr. D. Martyn

Lloyd-Jones used it to describe his own experience of preaching.1 It might be better to call it

the spirituality of preaching, referring to the work of the Holy Spirit in preaching.When I got the

itch to do a doctorate (in part to help me through midlife), I focused my research on Dabney’s

work. As I got into the research, I made the disappointing discovery that Dabney was not a

unique genius.2 He was simply an exceptional product of his age, but what an age for

homiletics! Three rhetorical strains coalesced beautifully: the biblical tradition of expository

preaching dating back to Ezra, the classical rhetoricians like Aristotle and Cicero, and the

British and French Enlightenment homileticians. It was the age of Charles Spurgeon in

England, of Alexandre Vinet in Switzerland, Adolphe Monod in France, and of the Virginians

John Broadus, Archibald Alexander and his son James. They examined and debated methods

of sermon delivery, which was a hot topic, perhaps for the last time. Therefore, I turn to these

people in order to learn how to preach a sermon, that is, how to speak a sermon.How did I

begin to learn how to preach a sermon? I made a few weak attempts to teach during university

days, when I was testing a possible call to the ministry. At seminary, I received surprisingly little

instruction on how to preach a sermon. There seemed to be an assumption that seminarians

knew how to structure a sermon and how to speak in public, so the focus was mostly on

exegesis of the text. In this book, I will tend to do the opposite—to assume instruction in

exegesis and focus on how to preach a sermon. My best early training in sermon delivery was

on the corner of Broad and Olney in Philadelphia, where some seminarians weekly (and



weakly) tried our hand at street preaching. I’m quite sure our methods were not evangelistically

effective, but it was where I learned to order my ideas beforehand, to be concise, and to try to

let myself loose, three practices I’ve attempted to maintain ever since.A few years ago I read a

book on sermon preparation called Unashamed Workmen: How Expositors Prepare and

Preach, in which ten contemporary preachers opened up their sermon workshops to explain

how they prepare and deliver their sermons.3 In addition to the helpful tips I picked up and

warnings I hope to heed, I was struck by a couple of facts. One, all preachers have their own

way of preparing and delivering sermons. Two, we all tend to think our way is best because it

works best for us. To their credit, only occasionally did some of the contributors make absolute

statements about aspects of preaching that are more personal than biblical. For the most part,

they modestly described to others their practices, recognizing that gifts and contexts differ. I

hope to maintain this posture when it comes to styles, differences, gifts, and cultural

contexts.At the same time, I want the present work to be more than my opinion or

recommendations but rather, interaction with some of the best rhetoricians and homileticians of

the ages. If there is anything unique about this offering among recent homiletics books, it is the

constant attention to the orality of preaching, to the rhetorical act of speaking a sermon. In the

West, we talk about writing a sermon and give assignments to students to write sermons. After

the invention of the printing press and until the advent of audio recording technology, it was

also common in the West to read written sermons. In other parts of the world, such an idea

would likely be met with puzzlement. They might ask, “Isn’t a sermon something that is

preached and heard?” As we will soon see, most of the best homileticians recommended

writing, but they did not suppose that the end result of writing is a sermon. A sermon is what

happens when preachers speak God’s Word to the gathered assembly. After all, “faith comes

from hearing” (Rom. 10:17).Although I am going to recommend extemporaneity in sermon

delivery, I do not want to pick a quarrel with or denigrate those who use other methods. In fact,

I will try to encourage some to push themselves toward greater freedom in their deliveries and

warn others against too much freedom. My main audience is not so much those preachers who

are already settled in a method effective for them but those who are learning to preach or who

teach others to preach. I deeply value my ministerial training, but I would have benefited from

more instruction in how to speak a sermon, which is what I hope to offer here.I fear someone

might read this book, then hear me preach some day, and wonder why my practice falls so

short of my ideals. James W. Alexander (a most eloquent preacher whom you will meet in

Chapter 3) comforts me with his confession:If long experiment, innumerable blunders, and

unfeigned regrets, can qualify any one to counsel you, I am the man; for all my life I have felt

the struggle between a high ideal and a most faulty practice. But what I offer with an

affectionate desire for your profiting is derived rather from the successes of others than from

my own failures.4Similar was the terse comment of a minister who had graduated from my

seminary fifty years before I did and had the opportunity to say something at our graduation

ceremony. He simply said, “I think I have not yet preached a very good sermon.” Likewise Lloyd-

Jones quoted the great Southern Presbyterian preacher James Henley Thornwell, who was

even harder on himself: “My own performances in this way fill me with disgust. I have never

made, much less preached, a sermon in my life, and I am beginning to despair of ever being

able to do it. May the Lord give you more knowledge and grace and singleness of purpose.”5

All of these preachers hit on the same idea—the more exalted our understanding of preaching,

the lower our estimation of our own attempts to preach. I am thankful that Lloyd-Jones followed

Thornwell’s despairing self-evaluation with a word of encouragement: “Any man who has had

some glimpse of what it is to preach will inevitably feel that he has never preached. But he will



go on trying, hoping that by the grace of God one day he may truly preach.” This is my prayer

for my fellow preachers and for myself, that one day, we will truly preach.1 D. Martyn Lloyd-

Jones, Preaching and Preachers (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1971), ch. 15.2 Although I

focused my research almost exclusively on Dabney's sermon delivery method, I also learned

about Dabney’s life and views, including his embittered defense of race-based slavery after the

Civil War. For a balanced evaluation of Dabney, see Sean Michael Lucas’ Robert Lewis

Dabney: A Presbyterian Life (Phillipsburg, NJ: P & R Publishing, 2005).3 Rhett Dodson, ed.,

Unashamed Workmen: How Expositors Prepare and Preach (Tain, Scotland: Christian Focus

Publications, 2014).4 James W. Alexander, Thoughts on Preaching, 1864 (Carlisle, PA: The

Banner of Truth Trust, 1975), 154.5 Lloyd-Jones, 99.Chapter 1Now What Do I Do?If you are a

preacher or aspire to be one, people will ask you in sincerity or in jest: “What do you do all

week?” Although it is easy for preachers to be irritated by this question and respond

defensively, we need to recognize that much of what we do to produce a sermon is invisible to

the congregation. The people see and hear only the final step—sermon delivery, the topic of

this book. However, devoted preachers know that there are many earlier steps that we take

mostly by ourselves in communion with God and his Word.All preachers develop their own

approaches to sermon preparation, but common steps include:Studying the Hebrew or the

Greek of the text and comparing translations.Analyzing the syntax of the text to understand

how all of its parts fit together.Outlining the text itself.Viewing the text in the light of its

immediate and larger contexts to identify its redemptive-historical themes that lead to

Christ.Making a homiletical outline that will facilitate preaching and hearing.Consulting the best

biblical commentaries and modifying ideas in the light of their research.Filling out the outline,

making sure the thoughts flow from the text and in a logical order.Including culturally relevant

ways to illustrate the points that most need explanation.Using knowledge of the congregation

to drive home helpful applications of the text.Developing a crystal clear conclusion and adding

an engaging introduction.Praying throughout the process.Let’s assume that you walked

through many of these steps. Then the Lord’s Day arrived, and the time came for you to

preach. You stood up, read the text, prayed briefly, and then started to say some words. Now, I

want to ask, where did the words come from? The three possibilities were:You stored them

previously in your head and recited them from memory.You read them off of a piece of paper or

an electronic device.You invented them in the moment.Maybe I should not ask about the origin

of the very first words of the sermon, because many preachers treat the opening and closing

words differently than they do other parts of their sermon, as I also recommend. Better to ask

about most of the other words that you spoke in your sermon. Where did they come from? The

three options listed above were the three methods that the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

homileticians analyzed and debated and practiced. They were reciting, reading, and

extemporizing.Impromptu PreachingBy the way, there also were (and are) so-called impromptu

preachers who preached without preparation, but I do not plan to deal with their method except

to note a few things. First, every preacher must be able to preach impromptu, because some

circumstances will demand it, like hastily organized funerals, or when the scheduled preacher

gets sick, or on occasions when someone asks the pastor to “say a few words.” We should not

miss out on such opportunities for usefulness by not having something excellent to say.

Second, impromptu is generally not a good way to preach on a regular basis because careful

exegetical work is necessary to mine the depths of Scripture. Third, dedicated and experienced

pastors simply cannot truly preach impromptu, that is, without prior preparation, because they

have been preparing constantly for years. They have already trained their minds to analyze

texts automatically and to organize their explanation logically, and they have already done



exegetical work on much of the Bible. While there may not have been much specific prior

preparation for an impromptu event, pastors’ entire lives of preparation enable them to preach

clearly and carefully when called upon to do so at the spur of the moment. What appears as

impromptu is the result of decades of mental and spiritual discipline.I had the privilege of

overlapping one semester with Dr. Edmund Clowney at Westminster Theological Seminary

before he moved on. One day we were gathered for chapel when the appointed speaker

apparently did not show up. Then someone whispered to Dr. Clowney, reminding him that it

was his turn to preach, so he got up and, once he recovered from his embarrassment,

delivered an amazingly cogent and powerful sermon from some obscure Old Testament text. I

was stunned, wondering how in the world he could do that. After decades in pastoral ministry, I

now know—he had spent many years preparing constantly in order to be always prepared. All

preachers need to be always prepared.Note that there is some difference of nomenclature in

the literature. Some, like Charles Spurgeon and Charles Hodge, used the term

“extemporaneous” to mean what I am calling impromptu, speaking without prior preparation of

the content. Etymologically speaking, they are correct, since extempore is Latin for “out of time”

or “without time.” However, the majority of the nineteenth-century homileticians tended to use

the word “extemporaneous” to refer to delivery that happens spontaneously without the prior

selection of most of the words, which is how I am also using it.Memorization and

RecitationReturning to the three main methods, recitation is when a preacher writes out a full

manuscript, commits it to memory verbatim, and recites it to the congregation. In our day, there

are very few reciting preachers, in part because of our relative mental laziness in comparison

with our forebears. Why bother to remember things when we can look them up online?

However, this used to be a common method, and it is not quite as difficult as we might imagine.

Although I am far from recommending it, memoriter preaching has some advantages.John

Broadus, the most systematic and thorough of the nineteenth-century authors on homiletics,

summarized the advantages of preparing a complete manuscript to be recited or read:“Writing

greatly assists the work of preparation, by rendering it easier to fix the mind upon the

subject.”“Besides, writing a sermon compels to greater completeness of preparation.”“Still

further, writing serves to secure, in several respects, greater excellence of style.”“The written

discourse can be used on subsequent occasions.”“The sermons remain for publication, if ever

that should be desirable.”“And then the practice gives facility in writing, which in our day is a

highly important means of usefulness.”1He added that reciting from a memorized script has the

additional advantages of truly being a kind of speaking and of developing the

memory.2However, Broadus went on to deliver a scathing critique of recitation, because it does

not allow for the correction of errors, new insights, or “new shape and color to the thoughts,”

because it shackles the mind, because it consumes much time in preparation, because it fills

the preacher with “the painful dread of failure,” and because “the delivery of what is recited

must always be more or less artificial.”3According to Dabney:The main objection to this method

may practically be summed up in a single question: How deficient must that man be in the

mastery of his mother-tongue, who judges it necessary to replace that attainment (which

should be so fully the orator’s) by an expedient so toilsome and injurious?4In his posthumously

published Thoughts on Preaching, James W. Alexander included the following gem:Memoriter

Discourse—When Pompey the Great was going from the vessel to be murdered, he spent his

time in the little Egyptian boat, in reading a little book in which he had written a Greek oration,

which he had intended to speak to Ptolemy.5Alexander offered no explanation for this thought,

but apparently he considered that Pompey’s fate typifies what happens to those who recite

their orations.Because very few memorize and recite their sermons these days, it is not



necessary to beat this already dead horse. However, before moving on to the two more

common methods, let me recommend recitation or something close to it in a few situations,

such as the first words of the sermon and the last. The first words of the sermon are crucial

because you probably do not have everyone’s attention yet, and you need to get it. If you can

capture it with your very first words, then you have a better possibility of holding it during your

entire discourse. Therefore you must craft your opening lines well and deliver them with

certainty. One way to do this would be to write them out and read them, but the introduction is

no time for people to be looking at the top of your head. The other possibility is to memorize

them and recite them. You need not worry much about forgetting them, because most

memories can hold a sentence or two for the few seconds necessary to repeat them accurately

and naturally. Also, if the idea is clear and some of the key words premeditated, you will be

able to speak an excellent sentence without exactly reciting it. Although I do not write out my

sermons (more on this later), I do write out my introductions and conclusions in paragraph

form.Also, I generally compose my introduction after doing all my other sermon preparation

work, since I have to know first what it is I need to introduce. Cicero’s character Antonius

followed this same practice:All these things being duly considered, it is then my custom to think

last of that which is to be spoken first, namely, what exordium [introduction] I shall adopt. For

whenever I have felt inclined to think of that first, nothing occurs to me but what is jejune

[simplistic], or nugatory [useless], or vulgar and ordinary.6Managing the introduction is like

shifting with a manual transmission. The hardest part to make smooth is the transition from a

full stop to forward movement in first gear. Novice drivers often stall the car at this point or

move forward with violent jerks (I do not mean that other passengers in the car are violent jerks

but that the car’s movement is violently jerky). Once the driver avoids stalling the car and gains

some momentum, the shifting up and down is easier. The first words of the introduction are like

going from a full stop to initial forward movement. Start well, and the other transitions of the

sermon are more likely to go smoothly.
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SUZ, “Great addition to any pastor or ministerial student's library. Well thought out, easily

understandable, and full of practical advice.”

MPR, “practical advice to improve in extemporaneous preaching. I have not met Larry Trotter.

Neither have I had the privilege of sitting under his ministry. But I did come to this volume (like

many before it) wanting and needing to grow in my preaching. Although no single homiletic text

can be expected to improve one’s preaching quickly, nonetheless, I was helped by reading this

volume and I am only glad to commend it here.If you are wondering, yes, much of the core

content is familiar. For example, various approaches to sermon delivery are summarized and

assessed. The difficulty of preaching, pitfalls to avoid, and the need for faith and for prayer to

preach well, all receive treatment. And, as the title suggests, practical advice to improve in

extemporaneous preaching is given. However, not being a fan of novelty, I was glad for this

rehearsal of familiar things. Moreover, I found the author’s content winsomely stated and

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/aaAlp/How-to-Speak-a-Sermon-So-That-People-Will-Listen


helpfully oriented around his emphasis on extemporaneous delivery.Regarding the topic of

extemporaneous delivery, three matters stood out to me and may serve others weighing

whether to invest in this work.First, by extemporaneous delivery, the author means speaking a

sermon “in which the thought has been perfectly prearranged, but the words, except in cardinal

propositions, are left to the free suggestions of the moment.” Having been too often exposed to

a poorer homiletic cousin—namely, preaching without significant prior preparedness—so I was

thankful for the author’s balance of deep preparation informing extemporaneous

delivery.Second, in addition to a nuanced definition, I also enjoyed Trotter’s historical lean.

Rather than pretending some new communicative ‘secret’ has been found, some of the great

preachers of history are mined and core principles are brought to the surface for fresh

use.Thirdly, being motivated as I was to grow and improve my own preaching, the six, crisp

chapters that comprise this volume were just right for me to dip into, be refreshed by, and

integrate with past reading and practice.All in all, whether you are a seasoned pastor looking

simply to revisit your preaching, a post-seminary student still learning to preach, or a lay leader

who has not had the opportunity to engage in homiletical training but is sometimes called upon

to occupy the pulpit, I believe you will find this volume a basic yet beneficial guide. I remain

glad for it and will undoubtedly return to it again.”

Lauv561, “A Must Read for Church Leaders. This book offers practical help for preaching that

is often neglected in the field of homiletics. From the gripping introduction to the compelling

conclusion, I found the book helpful for the pulpit and edifying to the soul. Dr. Trotter helps us

rediscover the brilliance of what is perhaps the greatest age for homiletics in church history.

While most preaching books focus on organization and preparation, we tend to forget that far

too often a well-organized and thoroughly prepared man delivers a sermon that simply falls flat

on Sunday morning. Dr. Trotter helps us understand why and offers real solutions to this

common problem.”

C. K. Walker, “A WINSOME, PRACTICAL, AND WELL-RESEARCHED GUIDE TO SERMON

DELIVERY. This book offers a wonderful blend of experience-based wisdom and careful,

scholarly research. The relaxed, personal tone beautifully complements the numerous

quotations from classical, historical, and contemporary sources. The author has done his

homework! It is that careful, winsome combination of the academic and pastoral that makes

"How to Speak a Sermon" so uniquely effective. It has encouraged me to think more carefully

about delivery on those rare occasions when I am called to do public speaking.Larry Trotter

also preaches what he teaches. His sermons combine rich insights gleaned form his text,

logical flow, and an engaging, attention-holding delivery. It is a privilege to hear him, week

after week. The novice preacher could have no better guide in learning to deliver spiritual food

to his hungry congregation.”

K. Thomas, “Important work on extemporaneous preaching. I had the privilege of being

mentored by Larry and sitting under his preaching for 14 years, twice each Sunday- once in

Spanish, and once in English! Each week, Larry opened God’s Word to us with accessibility,

clarity, power, and gospel-nourishment. This book reads like Larry’s sermons in its engaging

style, chock-full of wisdom and insight. If you are considering the pastorate or are a minister

longing to improve your preaching ministry, How to Speak a Sermon will inspire and equip you

to preach sermons that your people will be excited to listen to and grow under Sunday after

Sunday.”



MR T S C Manor, “Practical Principles for Delivering a Sermon Well. I know Larry Trotter

personally, professionally, and pastorally (as I'm a member of the church he leads). His

sermons are always clear, crisp, and engaging without dipping into what I might call

"sermontainment". This book is a gift to others who want to attain excellence in engagement,

exegesis, and coherence in their sermons. It inspires the pastor-scholar towards greater

eloquence and challenges the gifted orator to greater depth of content. He draws out clear,

applicable principles from the great preachers in history and his own personal experience to

guide today’s preachers into effectively communicating the truth of scripture in ways that

captivate attention and challenge the intellect. As such, I'd say "How to Speak a Sermon" is an

important, fresh contribution that is very much needed for today’s pastor (and congregations).”

TNS, “Preaching is an event!. Great book for any preacher, but especially important for those

who feel bound to a manuscript when they preach. Preaching is an event that happens

between the preacher and the audience by the work of the Spirit, and Dr. Trotter walks the

reader through an argument for extemporaneous preaching with training regarding how to be

well-prepared for the event of preaching without so over-preparing that it becomes a mere

speaker--even just reader--to audience presentation.”

SMT, “Helpful for Lay Teachers Too. As a speaker and teacher in women's ministry, the reading

of "How to Speak a Sermon" has inspired me to combine the importance of thorough

preparation and extemporaneous speaking.”

The book by C.T. Russell has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 9 people have provided feedback.
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